
Day 1- Reading Task.



L E T S  H AV E  A  C L O S E  L O O K  
AT  T H E  F R O N T  C O V E R .  

• What  do you predict this 
book will be about?

• Look closely at the picture.  
Can you gather any 
information

• Look at the girl. How old do 
you think she is? What do you 
think a girl that age could 
fear? 

• Do you think the weather 
symbolises anything?



Questions

-How do you think the little girl is feeling? What makes you think this?

-Have you ever felt this way? What made you feel this way? What did someone do to help?



Questions

- Why might she have kept her fear a secret? Do you think that’s a wise thing to do?

- Look at the other people in this picture. Why haven’t they noticed her fear?



Day 1- Writing Task.



ACROSTIC POEMS.

Today, we would like you to write an acrostic poem 
about a fear. You can be as creative as you like, but 
your poem must inform the reader of your fear and 
why you find it so troubling. 

What we are looking for:

- Factual / informative
- Descriptive
- Explanation 

First lets look at an example.
Flick to the next slide for my acrostic poem about my fear of spiders….



SPIDERS
By Miss Cosgrove 

Small or large

Petrifying no matter what the size

Intimidating and scary

Dark, hairy body

Eight, spindly, long legs

Rarely ever see one

Scream every time I do!



Day 2- Reading Task.



What do you remember about the opening of the story?

Lets read on!



Questions

How might your fears keep you safe? 
Can you give an example of how a fear 
that could keep you safe?





Questions

-Why do you think the fear has started to grown since she has moved to a new country?

-What might she girl be worried about?



Day 2- Writing Task.



From what we have read so far, it is clear that the little girl is 
missing home, wherever that may be.

Imagine you moved away to a new country.  What would you miss 
about home? Who would you miss?  You may have left loved ones 

behind.



WRITING A LETTER
In year 3 and 4 we have been practicing out letter writing skills.

Use your imagination and imagine you have moved away to another country.

Your task is to write a letter to someone from home.  What would you want to 
tell them about?

Think about the layout of a letter and what is must include!

Your letter must-

• Recipients address

• Senders address

• Date 

• Greeting 

• Introduction 

• Paragraphs 

• Sign off 



Day 3- Reading Task.



What can you remember from our story so far?

What had started to happen to the fear?

What do you think is going to happen next in the 
story?

Lets recap!

Lets read on...







Questions.

What does the author mean when she writes, ‘Fear keeps me all to herself’ ? 
What is the fear stopping her from doing here?



Over to you.

Lets collect some vocabulary about how this little girl might be feeling at school. See if 
you can get 10!



rejected      sad     unhappy   melancholy 

lonely        lonesome     unwanted     isolated   

miserable     friendless     outcast     isolated 

downcast      upset      worried     troubled 

glum        blue                crestfallen

These are some words I thought of….

Where any of our words the same?



Day 3- Writing Task.



W R I T I N G  TA S K

Imagine that you are the little girl 
from the story. Write a diary 
entry describing her day in school.

Your diary should:
First person – remember to use 
personal pronouns (I/we) 
Past tense – if you are writing 
about what has happened.
Present tense – if you are writing 
about that moment in time.
Self reflection – try to include 
thoughts, feelings, opinions and 
hopes.
Colloquial language – you should try 
to use chatty/informal language. 

Remember to use some of that 
fantastic vocabulary we have just 
generated. 



Day 4- Reading Task.



Lets Recap!

What can you remember from our story so far?

What does Fear stop her from doing?

What do you think is going to happen next in the 
story?

Lets read on….



Question.

Why is Fear so eager to go home?



Question

Why is it that the girl can’t sleep?



Over to you.

Draw what you think is keeping the little girl awake at 
night.

What do you think she is worrying about?

Remember Fear can’t wait to get home from school, 
why do you think that is? Draw evidence from things 
we have read in the book so far.



This is my drawing.

I think the little girl is 
worried about not 
understanding the 
teachers instructions as 
she is still learning a new 
language, 

I think she thinks that 
the teacher will be angry 
and think that she is not 
paying attention.



Day 4- Writing Task.



L E T ’ S  D E S C R I B E  
A C C U R AT E LY  U S I N G  
F R O N T E D  A D V E R B I A L S !

In both Year 3 and 4, we have 
been learning to use fronted 
adverbials.

Fronted adverbials come at the 
start of a sentence and explain 
to the reader ‘how, where or 
when’ something happened.

For example:

In the corner of the room, the 
cat lay sleeping.

This tells the reader ‘where’. 
You must always put a comma 
after a fronted adverbial.



Task 1
Your first challenge today is to match up the fronted 
adverbial with the main clause. Make sure it makes 
sense and that it matches the picture accurately. Once 
you have matched them up, please write them out again 
correctly. Remember your capital letter at the start, 
the comma after the fronted adverbial and the full 
stop at the end.

Fronted 
Adverbial.

Main Clause.

Hidden in 
the corner,

lay a pair of 
discarded
trainers.

On top of 
the bright, 
patterned 
cushions,

hung several 
faded 
photographs. 

Beside the 
bed,

stood a pile 
of school 
books.

Beneath the 
bed,

slept the 
exhausted, 
ginger cat.



Task 2
Now have a go at writing some sentences describing 
your own bedroom. Make sure they begin with a 
fronted adverbial. 

Below are some you could choose and complete or you 
can write your very own. (Bronze – two sentences, 
Silver – 4 sentences and Gold – 6 sentences)

.

Fronted Adverbial 

(where)

Beneath the bed,

On top of the 
wardrobe,

Hanging from the 
ceiling,

In the corner,

Beside the bed,

Inside my cupboard, 

Above the bed,



Day 5- Reading Task.



Lets Recap!

What can you remember from our story so far?

What does Fear stop her from doing?

What do you think is going to happen next in the 
story?

Lets read on….



Questions.

Do you think the children really don’t like her?

What should the girl do?





Question.

What has happened to the size of the Fear?



Questions.

What is the boys hiding behind?

What is his fear?





Question.

Why is her fear getting smaller each day?



The end.

Lets collect some vocabulary about how this little girl might be feeling now.

See if you can get 10!



relieved    

glad

thankful

pleased

happy

ecstatic    

reassured

comforted

cheered

at ease 

pleased

cheerful

soothed

content

merry

joyful
These are some of the words that I have thought 
of. 
Do we have any of the same words?



Can you find a definition?

Can you use it in a sentence?

Can you find any synonyms for the word?

Can you think of any antonyms for the word?

‘content’

Feel free to challenge yourself with any of the other words 
from the word bank!

Lets explore the word ‘content.’ like we do in class. Use a dictionary if you 
need to!



Day 5- Writing Task.



I N S T R U C T I O N S .
It was clear that the little girl in the story was very 
anxious and worried about her new school. There will 
have been a lot of changes from her last school. 

Imagine the girl is starting at Greenbank and she is 
in your class. 

Can you write a set of instructions for the girl 
describing our morning class routine.  From the 
playground in the morning to starting your morning 
activity.

-What happens when the bell rings?
-Where do you line up?
-Which staircase do you use?
-Where does she put her coat/ bag/ reading folder?
-Where are the books/ pencils kept?
-Are there any rules she needs to remember?



‘ME AND MY FEAR’ BY 
FRANCESCA JANNA. 

The book read aloud on youtube:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v
=THAIfa8EXgA

Remember to share your work on 
Twitter and Seesaw, we love to 
see!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=THAIfa8EXgA

